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An exarople of sirople Lie superalgebra 
with several invariant bilinear forros 
S.E.Konstein1 
Abstract : Simple associative superalgebra with 2 inde-
pendent supertraces is presented. Its commutant is a sim pie 
Lie superalgebra which has at least 2 independent invariant 
bilinear forms . 
1 Introduction 
Shchepochkina proved [1] that the dimension of the space of invariant supersym-
metric nondegenerate bilinear forms on any finite dimensional sim pIe Lie superal-
gebra is ::; 1. Here a simple infinite dimensional associative superalgebra with 2 
independent supertraces is described. The Lie superalgebra, associated with it is 
sim pIe and has at Ieast 2 independent invariant bilinear forms. 
The construction is based on the associative superaIgebra H W (9't)(v), the su-
peralgebra of observables of the rational Calogero mo dei based on the root system 
9t [2]; here W(9t) is the Coxeter group generated by 9t and v is a coupling 
constant(s) of this Calogero model. 
lt is shown in [3] that H W (9't) (v) possesses Q(9t)-dimensional space of the su-
pertraces, where Q(9t) is the number of conjugacy classes of the elements of W (9t) 
which have no eigenvalue -1. In particularly Q(AN - 1) is equal to the number of 
decompositions N into the sum of odd integers [4] and so HW(A2) (V)=HS3 (v) has 
2-dimensional space of the supertraces. 
Each supertrace str(·) generates invariant supersymmetric bilinear form 
Bstr(f, g) d;J str(fg). It is shown in [5] that alI the supertraces on HS3 (v) generate 
nondegenerate bilinear forms if and only if li I- n + ! and li I- n ± ~ for every 
integer n. The conjecture arises that the associative superalgebras Hss (v) are 
sim pIe if li I- n + ~ and v I- n ± ~ which is proved in [6] for the case v = o. 
In this report based on [6] the associative superalgebra HS3 (O) with two-
dimensional space of supertraces is presented. It is shown that (i) it is simple, (ii) 
its commutant 2{1 = [Hs3 (0), Hs3 (0)} is a simple Lie superalgebra and (iii) 2{1 
has at least 2-dimensional space of nondegenerate bilinear invariant forms. 
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2 Algebra declared in the title 
Consider the associative algebra which is semidirect product of Weyl algebra w2 
generated by elements x"', y"', 1 (a = 0,1) and C[831 generated by elements Li, 
Qi (i E Z3) where the generating elements satisfy the following relations: 
[x"', x i3 ] = [y"', yi3] = 0, [y"', x i3 ] = €"'i3 , 
LiLj = 8i+j Qj, LiQj = 8i- j Lj, 
QiLj = 8i+j Lj, QiQj = 8i- j Qj, 
Qo + Ql + Q-l = 1, 
(here e"'i3 = _€{3"" e01 = 1 and 80 = 1, 8i = ° if i =I O) 
Li X'" = y'" Li+l, 
QiX'" = X"'Qi+l, 
Liy'" = x'" Li-I, 







Definition 1. HS3 (O) is the associative superalgebra of all polynomials in the 
operators x"', y"', Qi and Li satisfying the relations (1)-(6) with Z2 -grading 1r 
defined by the formula: 1r(x"') = 1r(Y"') = 1, 1r(Li ) = 1r(Qi) = O. 
This algebra can be realized in the terms of the operators acting on the space 
of complex valued smooth functions on ~3 . 
Indeed, let ak' = .h(Zk + (_1)'" ()~J and af(zl,z2,Z3) = f( z cr(1),Zcr(2),Zcr(3)) 
for all a E 83 . Let K ij == Kji E 53 be the operators of elementary transpositions 
and À = exp(21rij3). 
Then the operators 
x'" ~(ar + Àa~ + À2a~), 
y'" ~(af + À2a2' + Àa3') , 
1 k k Lk = 3(À K 12 + K23 + À- K 31 ), 
1 k k Qk 3(1 + À K12 K 13 + r K 12 K 23 ), 
Li+3 = Li, Qi+3 = Qi 
satisfy commutation relations (1)-(6). 
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3 Supertraces on HS3 (O) 
Definition 2. The supertrace on an arbitrary associative superalgebra A is com-
plex-valued linear function str(·) on A which satisfies the condition 
str(fg) = (-I)7r(f)7r(g)8tr(gf) 
for every f, 9 E A with definite parity. 
To describe alI supertraces on HS3 (O) let us note that HS3 (O) has the Lie 
algebra sb of inner automorphisms. This algebra is generated by the generators 
T Ot/3 
(7) 
which satisfy the usual commutation relations 
[T Ot/3, TiÓ] = EOtiT/3ó + EOtÓ T{3i + E{3iT OtÓ + E{3óTOti , 
and act on generating elements xOt and yOt as follows: 
leaving the group algebra C[ S3] invariant: [TOt/3, Kij] = o. 
Clearly, HS3 (O) is decomposed into the infinite direct sum of finitedimensional 
irreducible representations of this sb. Let As (8 is a spin) be the direct sum of 
all 28 + l-dimensional irreducible representations in this decomposition. 80 
HS3 (O) = Ao EB AI/2 EB AI EB ... , 7r(An) = O, 7r(An+1/2) = l. 
Evidently, Ao is a subalgebra of HS3 (O). 
As every element of the subspace As for 8 > O is a linear combinations of the 
vectors of the form [j, TOt/3] where TOt/3 is defined in (7), every supertrace vanishes 
on this subspace and has non-trivial values only on the associative subalgebra 
Ao C Hss (O) of all Sl2-singlets. 
Let m = ~ {x Ot , YOt} . In this formula the greek indices are lowered and raised 
with the help of the antisymmetric tensor é Ot{3: aOt = L{3 é Ot{3a{3. Clearly, m is a 
singlet under the action of sb (7). 
Evidently, the associative algebra Ao of sb-singlets consists of the polynomials 
of m with coefficients in C[S3]. 
To describe the restrictions of alI the supertraces on Ao, it is convenient to use 
the generating functions, which are computed in [5] for any values of v, and for 




S Po = -2S1 + 22 (e2ç + e-2ç - 2eÇ - 2e-Ç) , 
P+ ~Sl (_e2ç + 2e-Ç) + ~2 (e-2ç - 2eÇ + 3) , 
P- = ~SI (_e-2ç + 2eÇ) + S2 (e2ç - 2e-Ç + 3) 3 2 
~ = exp(-3Ç")(exp(3Ç") + 1)2 . (9) 
Here SI, S2 are arbitrary parameters, specifying the supertraee in the two-dimen-
sional spaee of supertraees: 
SI = -2str(1) - str(KI2 K 23 ), 
4 The simplicity of Hs3 (O). 
To prove the simplicity of Hss (O) it is suffieient to prove that elements Qi belong 
to any nonzero ideal I. 
First of all let us note that the existenee of .slz algebra of inner derivations 
implies that eaeh ideal of associative algebra Hss (O) is graded. 
Let I C HS3 (O) be nonzero ideal. 
Consider the ideaIs .:li C C[m] defined as 
.:li = {f(m) E C[m] : f(m)Qi E I} . 
One ean easily prove that for arbitrary element u E I there exist sueh finite sets 
ofelements vt,wi E Hss(O) (i E Z3' k = 1, ... ,K) that O i- L:~=l vluwl E caLJi . 
80 the following proposition is valid: 
Proposition 1. .:li i- {O}. 
Let <Piem) = m n , + G:i,lmn, -1 + ... generates the ideal .:li. 
l,From the relation Lif(m)QiL_i = f( -m)Q-i the next proposition follows: 
Proposition 2. The polynomials <Piem) generating the ideals :1i satisfy the 
relations 
Now we ean prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. The associative superalgebra Hss (O) is simple. 
We will prove that arbitrary nonzero ideal I C Hss (O) eontains the elements 
Qi and as a eonsequenee I 31 = Qo + Q-l + Ql 
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Let L be nonzero ideal in Hs3 (O) and <Piem) generate the ideals :Ti described 
above. 80 <Pi(m)Qi E L and hence (yO)3<pi(m)Qi(x1)3 E L. Consider the .sb-
singlet part of this element which also belongs to L and can be computed easily: 
1 
«yO)3'Pi(m)Qi(x1)3)0 = S(m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3)<pi(m + 3)Qi E L 
80 (m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3)<Pi(m+ 3) E:Ti and (m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3)'Pi(m + 3) = 
Pi(m)<pi(m) with some polynomials Piem). Further 
where qi = PiP-i. 8ince <Pi(m)'P-i(m) is even polynomial, the real part of the 
rightest root of <Pi(m)'P_.i(m) is non negative, and so this rightest root is not a 
root of the polynomial (m + 1)2(m + 2)2(m + 3)2<pi(m + 3)'P-i(m + 3). 80 the 
polynomial <Pi(m)'P-i(m) has no complex roots and hence <Piem) = L 
In such a way, Qi E I and 1 = Qo + Ql + Q2 E L. 
5 Lie superalgebra HS3 (O)L 
Now let us consider Lie superalgebra 2l = HS3 (O)L which consists of elements of 
associative algebra Hs3 (O) with operation [j,g} = fg - (-1)tr(/)tr(9)gf. This Lie 
superalgebra has an ideal '.2t1 = [2l, 2l} with the following evident properties 
(i) codim 211 = 2, 
(ii) Al/2 EB AI EB ... C 2l1 . 
Let Z be the center of H S3 (O) . O bviously, Z C Ao and so every element of Z 
is a polynomial of m with coefficients in C[S3]. 
Proposition 3. Z = C. 
Let f(m) E Z. As m is even then f is even element also. As mLi = -Lim, the 
relation [f , m] = O gives that f(m) = I: fi(m)Qi. Due to equalities [(xO)3 , Qi] = 
O ar..d commutation relations one has [(XO)3, f(m)] = (xO)3(f(m) - f(m - 3» and 
as a consequence f(m) = f(m-3). 80 f(m) does not depend on m, f(m) EC [53]. 
To finish the proof it is sufficient to commute f with XO or yO. 
Proposition 4. Z n 211 = {O}. 
As there exists such supertrace that str(l) =I- O and Z = C, it follows from 
str(Zn2lt} = O that Zn2h = {O}. 
Proposition 5. Let L C 211 be an ideal and Leven = {O}. Then Lodd = {O}. 
Let r E Lodd. Due to.sb invariance one can choose r in the form 
28 
r = L L (xO)n(yO)2S-n fni(m)Qi + (xo)n(yO)2S-ngni(m)Li) 
i=0,1,2 n=O 
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with odd value of 2s. As (XO)3 E A3/2 C 2(1 then [(XO)3, r} E Ieven and 
{(XO)3 , r} = O. So the following relations take place: 
28 
L L(xO)n+3(yO)2S-n Uni(m) + fni(m + 3» Qi = O 
i=0,1,2 n=O 
and so fní = O. Further, it follows from 
28 
0= {(XO)3, r} ~ L L (xO)3 + (yO)3) (xO)n(yO)2s-n gni (m)Li 
i=O,I,2 n=O 
that gni(m) = O also. Here the sign ~ is used to denote the equality up to 
polynomials of lesser degrees. 
Theorem 2 Lie superalgebra 2(1 is simple. 
This Theoremfollows from the next two general theorems proven by 
S.Montgomery in [7): 
Theorem 3 Let A be associative simple superalgebra and I C [AL , A L } be 
a graded ideal of [AL , A L } such that I f. [AL , A L }. Then I3 = {O}, where 
I 1 = [I, I}, I 2 = [Il ' I 1 }, I3 = [I2' I 2}. 
Theorem 4. Let A be associative simple superalgebra and I C [AL , A L } be 
a graded ideal onAL , A L } such that [Ieven , I} ç Z(A) where Z(A) is the center 
,cof A. Then Ieven ç Z(A) . 
Indeed, let I C 2(1 be an ideal such that I f. 2(1. Due to Theorem 3 one can 
consider that [I, I} = {O}. Then it follows from Theorem 4 and Proposition 4 
that Ieven = {O}. Further, Proposition 5 gives that IOdd = {O}, and so I = {O}. 
Theorem 5 5imple Lie superalgebra 211 has at least 2 independent bilinear 
invariant forms. 
Two-dimensional space of supertraces str(·) on Hs. (O) generates some space of 
invariant bilinear forms B( u, v) = str( uv) on Qll. This space is also 2-dimensional. 
Indeed, let some supertrace stroO on A leads to bilinear form Bo on 211 which 
is equal to zero identically. The elements xO, yl, XOQl and ylQl belong to 
Al/2 C 2l1 . So, O = BO(xO,y1) - BO(yl,xO) = stro([XO, yl)) = stro(l) and 
0= Bo(xO,y1Qd - BO(y1,xOQI) = stro([XO, yl)Q1) = stro(Qd. It follows from 
(8) that stro(l) = -~(51 - ~52) and stro(Qd = i(51 + ~52). So 51 = 52 = O 
and stro is equal to zero identically. 
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